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Reviewer’s report:

The manuscript is informative and well-written! Excellent job with revision! I really enjoyed reading about the study. The attention to detail was evident. Best to all of you!

Only a few minor revisions:

May need to define UWS in abstract.

Under Methods and Participants, line 125: girls’ basketball teams

Study procedure, para 2, line 189: coaches planned their own

Under intervention: para 2 line 227: what is MVPA? and line 238 during ____ based

Under intervention para 6, line 279: coach is singular and their is plural so please change (similar to above comment); and line 281: devoted to planning

Under questionnaires: line 362: may need semi-colon after 7 and before higher scores - instead of comma.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to read about your interesting and important work.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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